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A single test to detect and diferentiate 
SARS-CoV-2, Infuenza A and Infuenza B 

 

:  Q What is “COVflu-19”? 
COVflu-19 is MAKO Medical’s SARS-CoV-2 + Influenza A + Influenza B 
diagnostics test. COVflu-19 detects and differentiates RNA from multiple 
respiratory viruses simultaneously.

:  Q Which instruments is COVflu-19 run on?
COVflu-19 is run on the highly accurate, real time PCR instruments, 
specifically Life Technologies QuantStudio 12k Flex Systems.

:  Q  Which assay kit is MAKO Medical  
using for COVflu-19?
MAKO Medical is using the Applied Biosystems  
TaqPath COVID-19, Flu A, Flu B Combo Kit assay.

:  Q Is COVflu-19 a single test?
COVflu-19 is a single test from a single swab that detects  
SARS-CoV-2 (N & S gene), Influenza A, and Influenza B.
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:  Q How is COVflu-19 collected?
COVflu-19 is collected via nasopharyngeal and nasal swabs.  

:  Q Why is COVflu-19 important?
COVflu-19 detects and differentiates between disease states (SARS-CoV-2, 
Influenza A, and Influenza B) that have similar clinical symptoms to provide  
the information needed to help monitor the spread of COVID-19 and flu.

:  Q What is the sensitivity and specificity of COVflu-19?
COVflu-19 gets a targeted specificity to 100% of currently available complete 
genomes for SARS-CoV-2 and robust performance for detecting Flu A and B 
strains, providing increased confidence in results.

:  Q What is the limit of detection?
MAKO Medical’s limit of detection is 1 copy/microliter. 

:  Q What is the turnaround time for COVflu-19?
Mako Medical will provide SARS-CoV-2, Influenza A, and Influenza B results 
within 24 to 48 hours upon receipt in the MAKO Medical laboratory. 

:  Q Q: What is the MAKO Order Code for COVflu-19?
The order code is 720015, and the order name is “SARS-CoV-2 + Influenza A 
and B (COVFLU19)”.
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COVfu-19: ONE test provides THREE results 


